2250 ME • Axis Mounting System (AMS)
2251 ME • Axis Mounting Stand Assembly (Basic)

The Axis Mounting System is used for mounting the maxillary cast to the true hinge axis and can also be used for mounting the average (ear-bow) axis. Also included is the Cross Rod and Clamp which is used along with the Pana-Mount™ Face-Bow and axis recording arms to transfer of the patient’s cast on the true hinge axis.

2280 ME • Mandibular Mounting Stand

The Mandibular Mounting Stand supports the articulator upside down to aid in mounting the mandibular cast. The front of the articulator can be adjusted with the support pin to level cast to prevent the mounting stone from sliding off the cast during the mounting procedure.

2479 ME • Mandibular Mounting Plate Spacer Assy.

The spacer is attached to the mandibular frame of “H” (high model) Panadent articulator to convert it to be compatible with the discontinued “L” model articulator.

2870 ME • Bite-Fork Support (Magnetic)

The Bite-Fork Support System was developed to create a sturdy platform for an easy to use method of supporting the Bite-Fork during mounting procedures on the magnetic articulator.

2876 ME • Bite-Fork Support (Screw on)

The Bite-Fork Support System was developed to create a sturdy platform for an easy to use method of supporting the Bite-Fork during mounting procedures on the screw on articulator.

4054 ME • Mounting Fixture (Low / High)

The Mounting Fixture is used with the Pana-Mount™ Face-Bow to index the bite-fork assembly in the articulator. The fixture is compatible with either low (L) or high (H) model Panadent articulators.